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Summing up, there is no particular reason for
these two papers to be packaged together, but
each of them deals competently with its subject
and has much to offer the archaeologist faced with
the task of understanding Medieval small finds of
the categories under study.
Martin Rundkvist

Rncountering Imagery. Materialities, Perceptions,
Relations. Eds Ing-Marie Back Danielsson, Fredrik Fahlander & Ylva Sjostrand. Stockholm Studies in Archaeology 57· University of Stockholm
2012. 277 s. ISBN 978 -91 -978257-9-5·

This volume focuses upon imagery from a wide
range of archaeological contexts, from Neolithic
Ireland to 19th/2oth-century Australia. The types
of image discussed are equally broad: from landscapes to figurines and from ancient rock art to
inscribed names and messages. What the book
offers in abundance is impressive theoretical debate that extracts imagery from its usual parameters, deconstructing and reconstructing how
archaeologists perceive how images were used in
the past. Thinking beyond prescribed frames is
demonstrated by all the papers, as are the flexibility, ambiguity and dynamic properties of the
imagery ' encountered'. What un ifies t he papers
is their presentation of images in the context of
their use as media for expressing connections, transformation, process, production and - p erhaps
mos t important- th eir de-objectification. What
is esp ecially exciting and valuable, too, is the way
in which each author has presented arguments
that possess the potential to go far beyond their
own subject and en able their application t o quite
different imageries from those discussed here. So,
for example, Andrew C ochran e's discourse on the
' art' in the Loughcrew passage graves, in which
he applies the idea of the carnivalesque to some
of the motifs therein, has caused me t o ponder its
application to my areas of interest, namely to
Gallo-Roman subversive and inversive sculpt ures
and even to the violent killing of N orth European
bog people.
The b ook's introduction sets o ut the scop e
and foci of each paper, providing a useful map with

which to navigate the texts. Here I have not followed the order in which the papers are presented but deal rather with themes based upon image
type. Four papers use ceramics as a platform for
their imagery. Alberti's theme is vessels from the
La Candelaria horizon of first millennium AD
Argentina. The author argues convincingly that
the manipulation of clay pots made in the form of
animals and people presents a perception among
their makers and users that the vessels were organic things that engaged with the living world of
humans and beasts to such an extent that the
boundaries between them were not fixed but blurred and even dissolved. The one criticism I have is
the apparent assumption that pots and people
died and that was the end. Breakage, chains of fragmentation, burial and reincorporation are also relevant.
One of the finest contributions to the volume
is by N ugent & Williams and concerns the ilnagery on Anglo-Saxon burial urns in East Anglia. It
contains impressive interpretations of the 'ocu~
lar' and related decoration on these pots, arguing, like Alberti, that ceramic vessels could act as
if they were people, in rhis case dead people, and
that the eyes and other motifs on the urns enabled the dead to see out and the living to see in,
thus stimulating sensory engagement and discourse between the deceased and their mourners.
The paper by Dipli & Paleothodoros also focuses on funerary vessels, vases painted with erotic
scen es and placed with the dead in Attic cemeter~
ies, especially in Athens itself. The authors turn
from accepted dogm a of mere figural ornamen ration to a dynamic interpretation of such scen es as
being t ightly conn ected to the dead p eople with
wh om they were interred and, in particular, to
their gender. One of the most powerful arguments is t hat the life-affirming sexual encounters
depicted on the p ots mig ht have been chosen to
comfort young girls who had died before they
could enjoy sexual and maternal pleasures. But the
essay grapples with much broader issues: class,
gender, m asculine dominance and t he differing
life ways of virgins, m arried women and prostitu tes. In arguing for the contrast between p erceptions of women and men , and the control exercised by the latter over the former, it would h ave
been pertinent to refer to Euripides drama The
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Bacchae, where the appositional states nomos (male,
city-grounded order) andphysis( disorder, as reflected by women and animals) are tangled and inverted.
Aslaksen's essay on turban-rimmed, fluted bowls
of the Iron Age Balkans and Central Europe takes
a completely different stance, emphasising the
social, political and technical roles of design and
the meshing of localisation and globalisation. An
important feature is the flow of knowledge, the
way that pottery designs travelled between disparate communities and connected them. The
paper could have been strengthened by reference
to other, comparable media acting in the European Iron Age, of which the most obvious to examine is La Tene art and the way in which craftspeople moved themselves, their ideas and possibly
the world view of their societies over huge areas
of Europe during the later first millennium BC.
Four essays focus upon aspects of Scandinavian rock art. Per Nilsson's contribution serves
to remind archaeologists that, in common with a
range of sites and artefacts, the biographies of
carved rock-surfaces extended long beyond their
original production and consumption, although
the way in which people related to them may have::
changed. Nilsson's powerful essay could have been
enhanced by reference to other. comparable archaeological narratives, such as the revisiting and
reuse of ancient tombs (for example in Neolithic
to Iron Age Ireland). Nimura's insightful discussion
is a phenomenological study of the relationships
between landscape (or coastscape) and Bronze Age
rock carvings that used to be on the shoreline before
the sea receded. The author stresses the special
nature of liminal places, such as coastal fringes,
and presents a view of engagement, of dialogue
between people, the sea and the rocks.
Fahlander contributes an essay on the processes of making carvings on Scandinavian rocks. Its
importance lies in his observations concerning
the significance of'unfinished', hybrid and re-cut
images in terms of their use to express and work
through social changes and upheavals that may
have been going on when the ro cks were carved.
Such a viewpoint resonates strongly with the
kind of 'resistance art' of late Iron Age Britain
that plays out reactions to the dangers and instabilities of Roman occupation. I found Sjostrand's
Fornviinnm1o9 (2014)

article thought-provoking but overly burdened
with theory (it was also badly proof-read, with
several typographical errors). It seems tO me that,
in endeavouring to engage with the relationships
between questions and answers, symptoms and
symbols, the author (and the reader) are in danger of becoming so hopelessly entangled in theory for its own sake that the archaeology is lost.
The principle of re-evaluating the actions of asking and telling i~ a wholly valid one, but it needs
firmer grounding in evidential application.
Back Danielsson's 'The rape of the lock' looks
at two very different forms of North European
im age : miniature gold foil figures from the later
t st millennium AD and 18th century portrait pendants. Both had the capacity to be worn, thus
establishing intimacy between object and possessor. The purpose of the essay is to explore connections between image and consumer. I liked
the discussion on schematism and the reasons
behind it, and the distinctions made between
images primarily for gaze and those th at express
doing. So, the early gold foil images draw the
spectator into their actions whilst the portraits
are essentially static and their use as artefacts was
therefore less apparently active.
The final two papers to be reviewed arc very different from each other but have in common a view of
images that pushes far beyond the accepted parameters of what constitutes imagery. Gheorghiu's
excit- ing paper represents a work in progress. It is
based around the power of metaphor to enhance
arch-aeological sites, turning them into a highdefinition experience. This is cutting-edge experimental work, using the latest IT imaging technologies with the capacity to transform the way in
which monuments, settlements, landscapes and
people can be understood and presented, as 'augmented' (or exaggerated) realities'. 'In loving
Memory', by Frederick & Clarke expands the
envelope of imagery to embrace inscriptions,
those left on rock-surfaces in the 19th and earlier
2oth century by people caught in incarcerative
quarantine after they had docked in Sydney. The
point made by the authors is that the names and
messages carved on the rocks evoke emotion and
draw the gaze in much the same way as a conventional image. The state of those in quarantine
was a kind of limbo, a liminal mode of being that
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separated them from the uncontaminated world
but also situated them firmly within it. The inscriptions they left reflect the instability of their condition and, in addition, they are a stark and vivid
reminder to today's viewers of their past presence.
It is a pity that the editors of this ground-breaking volume did not draw together the threads in a
concluding piece. However, each paper's brief
abstract and end-summary serve as useful navigation tools for the reader. Many of the papers
will have an impact, in terms of approach and
wider application, far beyond their subject matter. As a whole, the volume amply fulfils the aspirations of all high -grade academic treatises: it presents thinking outside the box and makes its readers
venture far beyond their research comfort-zones.
This volume will play a pivotal role in steering
the direction of future image-research.
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Goldsmith mysteries. Archaeological, picwrial and documentary evidence from the 1st millennium AD in
Northern Europe. Papers presmted at a workshop
organized by the Centre for Baltic and Scandinavian
Archaeology (ZBSA), Schleswig, October 2oth and
21st, 2011. Red. Alexandra Pesch & Ruth Blankenfeldt. Schriften des archaeologischen Landesmuseums 8. Neumlinster 2012. 365 s. ISBN 978-3 52901-878-7.
Jarnalderns adelmetallsmide har liinge varit ett
aterkommande diskussionsamne inom nordeuropeisk arkeologi och konstvetenskap. Medan de
foremal som producerades i allmanhet har tolkats och typologiserats i Unga och stundtals komplicerade serier har bade de som tillverkat foremalen och de miljoer dessa verkade i kommit att
behandlas mer oversiktligt. Tidigare var detta ofta
en eftergift at det tillgangliga kallmaterialet da
endast en handfull platser mcd tydlig koppling
till adelmetallsmide kunnat identifieras i fait.

Potentiella smeder kan man a andra sidan identifiera via forekomst av verktyg i gravar, men aven
dar ar representativiteten svag eftersom gravarna
i fraga ar ganska fa.
Under senare iir har dock olika aspekter av
hantverk och hantverkare anyo kommit i fokus
inom en rad forskningsgrenar som historia, konstvetenskap, filologi, religionsvetenskap och arkeologi. I oktober 2011 holl Centrum for baltisk och
skandinavisk arkeologi (ZBSA) i Schleswig en
tvadagars workshop som syftade till att belysa
just sadana frigor. Deltagare fran Tyskland, Danmark, Norge, Sverige och USA bidrog till diskussionerna och relativt snart, 2012, kom majoriteten av de presenteradc foredragen uti foreliggande bok. Deltagarna ombads i forvag att begrunda
ett an tal fragor, bland annat vad som kannetecknade en guldsmcds verkstad och bur en sadan forhoB sig till det omgivande samhallet. Totalt omfattar volymen 19 artiklar av 18 forfattare inom
fyra huvudteman: De gatfulla verkstiiderna; Verkstiider ur teoretisk och kulturantroplogisk synvinkel;
Arkeologiska kiillor samt slutligen Smeder i religion,
skrivna kiillor och bilder. Att i deralj sammanfatta
alla dessa 19 bidraglater signaturligtvis inte gora
har; ett antal nedslag far istallet illusuera helheten inom respektive tema.
Bokens forsta tema, diskussioner runt verkstader, omfanar tre bidrag av Torsten Capelle, Nancy
Wicker och Alexandra Pesch. Dar presenteras en
bred oversikt over de kallor som kan anvandas vid
tolkningar ( Capelle), metoder for okad forstaelse
av hantverkama sjalva, de foregivet gatfulla smederna (Wicker) samt ynerligare diskussioner runt
smedcr och deras sociala roll (Pesch).
Aven det andra temat, verkstader i teoretisk
och kulturantropologisk belysning, omfattar tre
bidrag ; fran Charlotte Behr, Barbara Armbruster
och Iris Aufderhaar. Dar behandlas guldsmidets
transforma toriskt/symboliska betydelse for tidens
manniskor (Behr), hur verktyg och verkstiider
for adelmetallsmide utveckladcs fdn metallurgins introduktion fram till den romerska kejsartidcn ( Ann bruster ) samt hur en guldsmedja rent
teoreciskt skulle kunna gestalta sig med utgangspunkt i de kallor, historiska sa val som etnografiska, som foreligger (Aufdcrhaar ).
Det tredje temat, arkeologiska kallor, omfattar atta bidrag med fokus pa det forsta artusender
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